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National inventories of Oman
The Ministry of Oman Heritage and culture along with various
Governmenta l Organizations and institutions have developed 'Natio nal
Inventories of Oman' in 2010. The Institutions involved in this are Pu blic
Authority for Craft Industries ' Ministry of Social Development, Ministry
of Sport Affairs and Sultan Qaboos University. In addition to that, the
civil like the Association of Omani Women, the Cultural Club and the
practitione rs have also involved in this Inventory database creation.
The inventory has covered a list of various sections, includ ing folk arts,
crafts, lifestyle and traditions, popular dishes, popu lar games, musica l
instruments and other vocabula ry of the intangible cultural heritage of
Oman. Where, this list was collected practically fro m th e Omani society.

1) The objectives of the national list of Oman

1. Inventory and classification of all components of t he intangible
cultural heritage of Oman to preserve this heritage and to develop
an appropriate protection mechanism to each term.
2. Individual and separate Documentation of all data and
information related to each term of intangible cultural heritage.
3. Review of all that has been distributed or written about the
elements of intangible cultural heritage.
4. Develop an electronic database that includes all t he elements
which have been collected about intangible cultural heritage.

2) Community participation in the implementation of Omani
inventories.

3) The pa rticipation of the community included the following:

A. Collecting information and data related to the nationa l inventory by
a grou p of researchers and practitioners from various government
and private agencies.
B. Condu cting interviews with practitioners of the elements of
intangible cultura l heritage in order to provide data about the
element.
C. Review of the collected data by a group of researchers,
practitioners and interested people before entering t he data in t he
fin al record.

D.
4) The m ethodology and the form of voca bulary inventories:

Th e form of vocabu lary of intangible cultu ral heritage was made
through th e methodology of UN ESCO in ma king national inventories.
This methodology was mentioned in article 11 and article 12 of the
International Convention for the Safeguarding of •Intangible Cultural
Heritage•. The form of vocabu lary included information about the item,
its geographical scope, its carriers and its condition in terms of su rvival
and continuity. In addition to that, the form included names of carriers
of the element, names of data collectors and pictures of the item, if
possible.
The researchers and participants in the process of preparing the
national inventory have undergone training programs. These programs
were in th e process of collecting data and information related to the
form and the method of conducting interviews and fill ing in the data.

Ethics of AI-Majalis

AI-Majalis in Sultanate of Oman are also called Sablah and Barzah. lt is
an independent bu ilding or a place w here th ere is shade and water. lt is
located in the middle of th e neighborhood, adjacent to the houses. lt is
not a property to a particular person, but shall belong to all people of
the village or people of the neighborhood if the re is more than one
Sablah in the village. In the past, it's a headquarter of the
Administration wherepeople meet in their sorrows and joys, to
exchange the news and views, and to discuss their conditions and
matters of interest to the community. Besides that, it' s a destination of
guests, especially t hose who have no relatives or acquaintances in th e
village. Therefore, dates, water and utensils of preparing coffee should
always be available th e Sablah, whereas food and other cooking
utensils are not put in the Sablah. Since, preparing food for guests is
done alternately at homes. For instance, it is taken as a task of the first

person meets the Guest, or it is prepared periodically every day in a
house, or the t urns are exchanged according to the rotation of Falaj in
some places.
The expe nses of the Sablah might be paid by the excheq uer in the b ig
cities or it may depend on an endowment system as w ell as the case in
the mosques. lt also may be funded by several ways, like leasing for
anyone who wants to use it per day, or funding by the people of the
village, or by la rgesse of the hands of charity, or through its ownership
of a pa rticular property which gives an income through investment, and
can be a real estate sh ops or building or other. Therefore, People of the
village pay for the maintenance of Sabla h from its own income, but if
these amounts were not paid, they wou ld donate and collect f unds for
the ma intenance.
According to Some chroniclers, the Sablah is managed and funded not
by a specific person, but all are responsible to collaborate in the
management.
While some chroniclers have reported that, an agent or an
administrator is allocated to administrate and take care of the affairs of
Sablah continually and permanently.
However, the significance of th e Sa blah appears so often in its strong
link of familiarity, mutual affection, sym pathy and cooperation .
Therefore, its position should not be ignored and its great role wh ich
was referred t hat it should never fad e.
In the past, there were two sablahs in each village at most. The Sablah
was being built by villagers. lt was being built of mud (Tafa l) and small
pebbles, and its roof is built of palm trunks for its strength and
hardness w ith palm fi ber. The uniqueness of the sablah is clear in its

large size, which accommodates a large number of people that may not
be accommodated by the small Sablahs at houses.
People used to meet often in t he Sablah after the completion of their
work, such as agriculture, commerce, etc. These meetings continue t o
dinner time where, after then everyone goes to his home to rest and
sleep. Sometimes, some men of the neighborhood gather in front of
the sa blah to cooperatively do any industrial work by f ronds like:
(So rod, Si mmah, and izaf etc. ).
Regarding to hospitality in the Sablah, there are a group of men who
roast, grind coffee beans, and th en boil it in a hot water for a certain
time t o serve to the gathered me n of the village and guests. Then, a
young comes and passes with a vase of water for washing hands after
having coffee and dates.
However, in the past there we re very few guests com e from remote
villages to Sablah to share the moment of sorrow and j oys with people
of the village. Since, the movement from one place to another was
absolutely difficult and the number of Sabla hs was few compared with
the present.
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Element Name
Marriage in Shalim and Halaniat Islands

I

! Renaissance Day 23 July
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3

Grief in Dhofar Govemorate

4

Delights in receiving travelers

5

Moving to a new house

6

Greater Bairam in Merbat

7

Lesser Bairam in Merbat

'8

AI Shabania

I
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AlHadra

10

Condolence in Themrit

12

Vow or Masloma in Themrit Province
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Repa}ment and return of divorcee to her husband
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National Day
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Condolence in Shalim and Halaniat Islands
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Aqiq for newboms

AI Maslot

I Prophet's Birth Day
Habits and traditions in the two feasts (Lesser and Greater Bairams)

I

Swing

Habits and traditions in costumes

j

Habits and Traditions

21

Food habits and traditions

22

Habits and traditions in crafts

23

, Keza Procession

24

Holding arms by men

25

Habits and traditions in national occasions

26

Ramadan habits and traditions

27

1

Al Hawl Hawl

28

Qaranqousha

29

Henna

30

Child suckling
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31

Child care

32

Naming newborns

33

Abortion

34

Pseudocyesis

I
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Birth stage in Northern Sharqia

36

Prenatal stage in Dhofar

37

Wedding habits and traditions

38

I Prenatal stage in Northern Sharqia

39

Wedding day

40

Weaning

] 41
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43

Marriage contract day

45

Child disease in Dhofar Governorate
AI Tamina
AI Taghfeen in Qurayat Province
Lifestyle habits and traditions

46

Prop~r

44

position and place of deliverv

I
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I Cutting umbilical cord and how to dispose of it along with placenta
48

I Trans florrnatiOn
.

49
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51

Coffee serving traditions

' Condolence
I Umbilical cord disposal
Baby in first days after birth

' 52
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53

Rubbing dates on newborn's lips

54

Piercing newborn's ear and nose
l

' 55

Taghfeen

56

Dialectal habits and traditions

57

Post delivery symptoms

58

Delivery in Dhofar

59

Speech

60

Desire to have boys

61

What husband prefers to help in his \\-ife's delivery

62

Reasons for late pregnancy

63

Medicines for women in postpartum period

64

AI Makhrag

65

Postpartum period
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Prenatal Preparations
67

68
69
70
71

Glad tidin s for newboms
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73

Aqiqa for newborn

74

Signs that delivery is drawing near

75

Child care in Dhofar

76

Early pregnancy in Dhofar

77

Child pillow

78

Celebrating religious occasions

79

Circumcision

80

Postnatal care

81

Difference between first and subsequent deliveries

82

AI Kok

83

Traditional prescriptions of difficulty in delivery

84

Bearing twins

85

Aunt s-acrifice

86

Premature baby care

87

Suckling

88

Effect of death of one of the twins on the other

89

Naming newboms in Dhofar
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Lunar nights

91

Past circumcision

92

Present day circumcision

93

Maj1is etiqu

l94

AI Thobot
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Rituals and traditions (8)

1. Identification of Intangible Cultural Heritage
•

Name of the Element

Ethics of AI- Majlis
•

Short title for the ICH element ( Containing an indication of the fieldifields of
ICH that belongs to it /them):

Bonds of cooperation and intimacy
•

Practitioners and communities concerned

Inhabitants of the village or neighborhood in most of the provinces of the sultanate.
•

Geographical location and range of the element

All provinces and govemorates of Oman
•

Brief description of the element

AI-Majalis in Sultanate of Oman are also called Sablah and Barzah. It is an independent
building or a place where there is shade and water. It is located in the middle of the
neighborhood, adjacent to the houses. It is not a property to a particular person, but shall
belong to all people of the village or people of the neighborhood if there is more than one
Sablah in the village. In the past, it's a headquarter of the administration where people
meet in their sorrows and joys, to exchange the news and views, and to discuss their
conditions and matters of interest to the community. Besides that, it's a destination of
guests, especialJy those who have no relatives or acquaintances in the village. Therefore,
dates, water and utensils of preparing coffee should always be available in the Sablah,
whereas food and other cooking utensils are not kept in the Sablah since, preparing food
for guests is done alternately at homes. For instance, it is taken as a task of the first
person meets the Guest, or it is prepared periodically every day in a house, or the turns
are exchanged according to the rotation of Falaj in some places. The expenses of the
Sablah might be paid by the exchequer jn the big cities or it may depend on an
endo'Ament system as well as the case in the mosques. lt also may be funded by several
ways~ like leasing for anyone who wants to use it per day, or funding by the people of the
Village, or by largesse of the hands of charity, or through its 0\\;nership of a particular
property which brives an income through investment, and can be a real estate shops or
building or other. Therefore, People of the village pay for the maintenance of Sablah

from its ovm income, but if these amounts were not paid, they would donate and collect
funds for the maintenance. According to Some chroniclers, the Sablah is managed and
funded not by a specific person, but all are responsible to collaborate in the management.
\\bile some chroniclers have reported that, an agent or an administrator is allocated to
administrate and take care ofthe affairs ofSablah continually and permanently.
However, the significance of the Sablah appears so often in its strong link of familiarity,
mutual affection, sympathy and cooperation. Therefore, its position should not be ignored
and its great role which was referred that it should never fade.
In the past, there were two sablahs in each village at most. The Sablah was being built by
villagers. It was being built of mud (Tafal) and smaH pebbles, and its roof is built of palm
trunks for its strength and hardness with palm fiber. The uniqueness of the sablah is clear
in its large size, which accommodates a large number of people that may not be
accommodated by the small Sablahs at houses. People used to meet often in the Sablah
after the completion of their work, such as agriculture, commerce, etc. These meetings
continue to dinner time where, after then everyone goes to his home to rest and sleep.
Sometimes, some men of the neighborhood gather in front of the sablah to cooperatively
do any industrial work by fronds like: (Sorod, Simmah, and izaf etc. }.
Regarding to hospitality in the Sablah, there are a group of men who roast, grind coffee
beans, and then boil it in a hot water for a certain time to serve to the gathered men of the
village and guests. Then, a young comes and passes with a vase of water for washing
hands after having coffee and dates.
However, in the past there were very few guests come from remote villages to Sablah to
share the moment of sorrow and joys wjth people of the village. Since, the movement
from one place to another was absolutely difficult and the number of Sablahs was few
compared with the present.

2. Element properties
•

Practitioners/ performers ofthe element ofiCH (including names, sex, and
occupational category ... etc)

Inhabitants of the same village (men)
•

Other participants '"-'hose jobs are linked to the element

Men in charge of hospitality acti\ities in alsabla, serving coffee and dates
•

Language/languages that are used (in the element)

Arabic language

•

Tangible elements associated with performance of the element (some tools/
equipment/garments/ spaces/ ritual tools (if any)

Materials of which alsabla is built: mud (teffal or clay); gravel and palm trunks and
fronds.
- Access designated for alsabla
- Coffee, dates and water in special vessels served to the attendance at alsabla, including
guests and inhabitants of the village.
•

Other ICH elements associated with the element performance (if any)

- Alsabla financing system
- Hospitality in alasbla: Certain roast and grind coffee and prepare it over fire to be
served to fellow residents of the village and guests gathering at alsabla.
-Hospitality is shared among fellow residents of the village to take care of guests.
Customary practices governing access process to the element or any of its aspects
NIA

•

Methods of the conveying to the other members of the group

Books, education, inheritance, programs
•

Communities I organizations I civil societies concerned
2- Mr. Saud Bin Nasser Bin Saeed AI Bossaidi
AI Dakhlia Govemorate, Nazwa
3- ~frs. Shamsa Bint Mareer Bin Massoud Al Habissa (Housewife)
AI Sharqia Govemorate, AI Mudaibi
4- Mr. Salem Bin Saeed Bin Ali AI Sobhi
Batna Govemorate, AI Massna'a Province

3. Element ability to survive and sustainability

4. Data: restrictions on them, and special authorizations

•

Group/ groups agreement and involvement in data collection:

•

Restrictions on the issue of access to data and data usage

No restrictions on data
•

Experienced people {narrators, providers of the infonnation( (their names, status,
and affiliation:

•

Date and place of data collection:

• 8/112014
5. References (if any)
6. 1- AI Qassabi, Mohamed, Al Qannas: Saieh (1987) Omani Alsabla, AI Diwania
and School, Kews Center, Family Magazine, issue no. 347
7. 2- Ebri Along History (2002): Outcome of Seminar held by the Literary Forum in
Ebri Province 11-12 Rajab 1420 AH/20-21 October 1999
8. 3- Heritage Committee of AI Awabi Cultural and Sports Team (2003); Features of
AI Alwabi History Along Ages, Omani Press, Muscat.
9. 4- AI Saihi, lbrahim Bin Mahmoud Bin Saeed (2008); Omani Society: Customs
and Traditions (Emergence and Evolution)! Ghandoor Center, Muscat

•

Audio visual materials, recordings, etc ) in archives, museums and private
collections (if any)

NIA

6. Data about inventory process

Assila Ali AI Zarrie
•

Evidence of Community/ communities consent and groups to (a) the element
inventory (b) their agreement to provide the information to the inventory.
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To Whom It May Concern
I, Mrs. Shamsa Bint Mareer Bin Massoud AI Habissa, hereby acknowledge that I have
assisted researcher Assila Ali Bin Hamad AI Zarrie to collect information and elements
related to her research (National Inventory Project of Tangible and Intangible Heritage
Elements in the Sultanate of Oman) and I have contributed with her to some details
which I remember.
Kind regards.
Shamsa /signed/
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Subject: To \\nom It

~fay

Concern

We would like to inform you that Mr. Saud Bin Nasser Bin Saeed AI Bussaidi, from AI
Dakhlia Govemorate, Nizwa Province, has taken part in the National fnventory Project of
Tangible and Intangible Heritage Elements in the Sultanate of Oman. This was made to
help researcher, Assila Ali Bin Hamad AI Zarrie to collect information on alsabla and

alazaa (consolation).
Kind regards,
/signed/
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